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Fact file
The kitchen was designed by Huppauf Chesterman and built by ATTARD’S CABINETRY PTY LTD 7 Bonz Place, Seven Hills NSW 2147 Phone (02) 9838 8608  

Email alison@attards.com.au Website www.attards.com.au Doors Polyurethane Handles Madinoz Benchtop CaesarStone Splashback Glass Kickboards Brushed 

stainless steel Appliances include a Miele oven, cooktop and dishwasher, Fisher & Paykel refrigerator and Qasair rangehood Zeitgeist Photography
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With any kitchen renovation project, it’s vital to 

customise the finished product to suit the owner’s 

needs. And one of the main requirements for 

this new space was plenty of room for family and 

friends to congregate and catch up.

For this reason, a large seated area has been 

included in the final design. With plenty of space, 

this natural entertainment centre is the immediate 

focal point when visitors drop by. It enables guests 

to easily chat with the cook or lend a helping hand 

without requiring them to enter the working zone 

of the kitchen.

As with any kitchen, storage and how much you 

can fit in the available space are very important. 

The owners asked for “copious” amounts of storage 

to be made available to ensure all items, whether 

used regularly or infrequently, would have a place 

to live. To ensure this requirement was met, the 

designers together with Attard’s Cabinetry included 

a range of underbench cupboards and drawers as 

well as an additional row of upper cabinets.

Cleverly constructed
Design and layout, together with quality workmanship, 
played a vital role in the success of this project

Reflecting popular trends, the 
RefrigeRator and freezeR are 
integRated and hidden behind cabinetRy 
panels foR a smooth, sophisticated 
effect.

Of course, functionality is not the only focus 

of the design solution. The owners also wanted a 

space that would fit in with the decor of the rest 

of the home and not look out of place. To achieve 

this, Attard’s Cabinetry has incorporated a number 

of concealed panels and cleverly introduced a 

shadowline to the cabinets that creates a lovely 

linear effect.

To continue the streamlined theme, the 

refrigerator and freezer were integrated into the 

cabinetry to further hide any modern elements 

that might draw the eye from the main focus of the 

design.


